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most subtle colour, which is vitriol of Sol, adhering to the plates of Sol. Remove this with a hare's foot,
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ist, wie K. selbst nicht verkennt, gewagt. Immerhin ist die ganze Publication verdienstlich. Sie liefert
einen neuen Beweis von K.'s grosser Belesenheit und
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parts water. 3 parts boiling water. 15 narts alcohol. 4.6 parts glycerin ; when heated with glycerin
reacts to form Boro-glycerin official as Glyceritum Boroglycerrini,
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Lemon-yellow powder, or crystals, practically insoluble in water, soluble in 46.7 parts alcohol, 5.2
parts ether, Uses: Antiseptic, alterative, antitubercular ; in the
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Close the akin wound and apply an antiseptic dressing, holding same >escribe a case of rupture of
the prepublan ligament.
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9:30 a. m. — The Uses and Abuses of the Sulfonamides, Dr. 10:15 — Differential Diagnosis of the
Anginal Syndrome, 11:00 — The Essentials of Pneumoconiosis, Dr. L. U. Gardphenergan dosage for nausea
180 environ. La province do Lisbonne est relativement assez ravagée par la maladie dont le Portugal
compte + 5(X) cas. La Eôumanic, la Eussie
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them are sRaivcIr perceptible. The centrum frcmiovalc is unusually Inrgv, iJte ventricles arc email on
ecetion ; the brain-eubetance, like the
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rican Profession. By an alteration in the size of the page, these very extensive additions have been
accommodated without unduly increasing the size of the work.
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five days in gradually resuming the normal quantity. kind, use also the vapour-bath ; for, as the
mischief lies in the outer circuit, it is expedient to make the
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Elbow: Anglo-Saxon, Elboga ; German, Elbogen; Ital., Gomito ; FT., Coude ; Sp.,Elcodo. The region
of the elbow is situated nt the angular
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of scabies in the shortest time — in from four to consisting of half a drachm of this substance to an
;viij. ; adipis prczp., ibj.), or with either of the
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Perryville, which was some time in the latter part of February, or first of March following, nearly five
months after the reception
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